
 

 

Job Title: Internship in buddybank - Web & App 
Designer 
.  

  

 Vacancy Type: Internship Curricular   

 Job Area: Research & Innovation 

 Location: Milano  
  

Area description  

Buddybank is the brand-new UniCredit’s mobile-only banking model dedicated to retail customers in 
Italy, paving the way for a disruptive banking experience. 

Offering a natively iOS integrated mobile app and a 24/7 chat-based concierge to take care of 
customer banking and lifestyle needs, buddybank is aiming to achieve user experience excellence and 
build a strong network of partnership for a 360° service available in each client’s pocket. 

Web & App Designer passionate about new technologies, with a strong result orientation. The person 
will be part of a young and dynamic team and will mainly deal with the creation of sketch, wireframe, 
prototype and visual mock-ups for iOS applications. The person must be a trained designer and 
developer on creating interactive prototypes. 

Required skills: 

 Proven experience on the topic (provide examples); 

 a sketch design tool (among Sketchapp, Adobe Illustrator, Adobe XD, Photoshop); 

 UIView Transition (both by code and storyboard); 

 HTML 5; 

 Fluent English language written/spoken. 
  

Other preferential skills/features: 

 Accomplishment of Standard or Master Class at the Apple Developer Academy 

 Strong relational skills and ability to work in a multidisciplinary, challenging and constantly evolving 
environment; 

 Entrepreneurial attitude – a previous experience in creating (or joining) a small tech startup, or taking 
part in university/company business challenges/contests is a plus; 

 Italian language written/spoken. 
 

What we offer to you  

You will be challenged with a unique experience in a team-oriented, dynamic and international 
environment where you will have the chance to get a deep knowledge of a brand new bank mobile 
app development program.   

 Entry date: 04/06/2018   

 Contract Type: Internship Curricular 

 6 months FULL TIME 

 Reimbursement: 600 euros gross per month 

 Please apply:   
https://career012.successfactors.eu/career?company=Unicredit 
 

https://career012.successfactors.eu/career?company=Unicredit

